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Abstract In the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake in Japan L995, not only main rcrds, but also other
minor roads suffered great damage. As a result, a geat deal of car traffic converged on the limited road,
causing a huge congestion immediately after the quake. Furthermore such congestion made it difficult
for emergency and rescue vehicles to move. However, it was difficult to grasp the actual Eaffic situation
at that time because the traffic control center was paralyzed. In this study, through the examination of
aerial photos which were taken on the day of the quake and the next day, we showed the distribution of
road damage and the traffic situation on the road network in the disaster area immediately after the
quake. We then analyzed the influence of the damage to traffic flows on both main and minor roads.
The study covered the seaside area of Kobe City where damage was extensive.
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1. INTRODUCIION

An earthquake of tremendous strength, named the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake, hit the southem
part of Hyogo Prefecture on the early moming of January 17, 1995. Not only main roads between and
within the cities were seriously affected, but also other minor roads that ran through residential areas

suffered great damage as they became blocked by toppled houses and fues. Moreover, since the traffic
control center did not woi\ it was difficult to grasp the degree of road damage and implement a quick
naffic restriction. As a result, a great deal of car traffic converged on the limited roads, causing a huge
congestion immediately after the quake. Such congestion not only made it.tiffiorlt for emergency and
rescue vehicles to move, but also affected peoplet life immediately after the quake. It is very important
to grasp the road damage and how roads were used immediately after the disaster in order to implement
trffic control, rescue and relief measures.

There was, however, only scant data left to know the actual traffic situation at that time because the
traffic conhol center was paralyzed as mentioned above. Even so, some studies have been done to grasp
the road damage and the traffic situation by aerial photos taken immediately after the quake. Fint, the
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degree of road damage caused by the quake was studied in several distrids of the disaster area by Ieda er

aL (1997),Tsukaguchi et aL (196\and Odani a aL (196,7997,199). Tsukaguchi et aL (1997) alw

estimated the raffic volume on the tnrnk roads in the seaside area of Kobe City on the next day and on

the third day of ttre quake. These studies, however, fuiled to clear some points' For instance, although

road damage was examined in limited distids, the degree of damage acrcss the entire disaster area was

not clear. Although the influence of rmd damage on the moving vehicles was shown" how parked

vehicles affeded movingvehicles was not considered'

In this stgdy, through the examination of aerial photos which were taken on the day of the quake and the

next day, we aimed to show the disfibution of road damage and the faffic situation on the road network

in the seaside area of Kobe City immediately after the quake. We then analyzed the influence of the

damage on traffic flows on both main and minor roads. Fint, we studied how and where roads became

blocke4 and then showed ttre disribution of moving and parked vehicles on the road network in order

to undentand the overall raffic situation at that time in the area. we also demonstrated the influence of

road blodkages on traffic flows through fte estimation of traffic capacities on the road network'

2. STUDYAREAAI\D SURVEYMETHOD

2.1 Shrdy arca

kr this stgdy, we suweyed the estabtished city area located in the seaside area of Kobe City, over which

the aerial photos were taken. Fig.1 shows a road network in the study area. The area borders on Ashiya

City to the east and National Route 428 in Hyogo Ward to the west' The main taffic corridor'

connecting the west and east parts ofJapan, runs through in the disaster area, and 250,000 vehicles a day

passed through the funk roads before the quake. Moreover, there are only a few access routes

connecting the affected area to the one behind Mt. Rokko. The study area has 2,2Bhawith the total

road length of 643kn. The road network consists of 13,905 links and 10460 nodes. Fig.2 shows the

ratios of road widths in the are4 calculated in terms of the aggregate lengths of the roads. Of the entire

road lengths in the are4 the aggregate lengths of roads measuring 8 meters or le'ss in width account for

about7}Vo and those measuring 4 meters or less awwtfor 25Va

22 Survey method

We used the aerial photos kken by Kokusai Kogyo Co.,Ltd on the day of the quake and the next day

(See Uranaka er al,2ffi).'Iltefollowing provides the general information of these photos.

' January 17, 1995 (13 : 09- 14 : 11), 43 Photos'

Interval of Photo gnPhY 7'2kc
'January 18, 1995 (14:29-15:14),38 Photos,

lnterval of PhotogaPhy t2-Z?sec

We chose the photos which partially overlapped each other. After enlarging these photos to nvice the

size (about L/5,000 scale), we counted the following items on each road link between two ctossings.

'Road blockages on each road link (passable or impassable to vehicles')
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Aerial photos.
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'Number of movingvehicles (by vehicle t1pe., road tlpe and date)

'Number of parked vehicles (by vehicle tlpe, rcad type and date)

'Number of parked vehicles in evaanation points

Thase parked vehicles were distingrrished from moving ones mainly by their positions on the road.

When the distinction was unclear, we judged whether the vehicle was moving or not by examining the

continuous photos.

3. ROADBI./OCKAGE

After examining the aerial photos, we found thag of the total 13,905 road links' 1356 or 9.8Vo became

impassable to vehicles. Fig.3 shows the disnibution of road blockages. kr the middle and eastem parts of

the study area, many road blockages occune4 but in the western par! there were only a few. Since

collapsed houses were the main cause of road blockages, many road blockages occuned in these parts

where many old wooden houseswere located.

The disfibution of damage on the trunk roads is shown in Fig.4. Many road blockages caused by

collapsed buildinp were s€en on the south of JR Rokko-Michi station, and also the level differences

. occuned mostly in the approaching part of the bridges. Bridge guders fell from elevated expressways

and railways, concenrated on the south part of the study area"

Fig.5 shows the extent of road blockages by road widths. Here, partially damaged means partial damage

to the multi-lane road though vehicles could move with some dimcuky.As seen in the figure, road

blockages began to increase when theroad is less than 8 meters in width. Moreover, with roads less than

8 meters in width, which account for about 70Vo of the total extensiorL the ratio of impassable link

lengths wils over l}Vo, and damage was mostly mnentrated on these roads. If they werc 12 meteN or

more in width, they were mostly passabte. Furthermore, the blockage of roads 16 meters ot rlole irl

width was caused by the collaped elevated roads and other sfructures, but these cases were rare.

These findinp reconfirmed the significant relationship between road widths and occunence of road

blockages, which had been pointed out in the other researchers'sMies. Furthermore, in this study,

through the analysis of the occunence conditions of the road blockages over the wide disaster are4 the

following can be said. First, the rcad blockages were not distrrbuted equa[y but concentated in some

specific areas. Secon4 car traffic could not make a detour from the trunk roads to the narrow roads

because many road btockages ocamedon those nanow roads.

4. ATIIOMOBILETRAITIC

4.1 Movingvehides

4.1.1 Thenumberofmovingvehicles

Thble.l shows the number of moving vehicles ounted on January 17 and 18, by direction and by road

types (main and minor roads). As these numben show, the total number of vehicles decteased from

11,319 to 8,666, down 23Vo. Onthe other hand, the number of rucks increased from L,062 to 1,505, up
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Aerial photos
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507o, which means that relief goods tansportation became more active on the next day of the quake.

About tl6ee fourths of the total number of moving vehicles were bound for the east and west xfi70Vo

of the vehicles for the east outside the disaster area on both days. Of the total number of vehicles, 88%

and g4qo moved on trunk roads on each day and only few vehicles moved on narower roads because of

blockages on those mads.

4.12 Distribution of moving vehicles

Fig.6 a) and b) show the disribution of moving vehicles bound for the east and north on the road

network by date. The thickness of the lines indicates the number of moving vehicles per link length. In

these figures, traffic flows bound for the east were con@ntrated on ttre runk road network in the middle

and eastem parts of the study area on both days. Furthermore, vehicles bound for the north, going out of

the affected areq were con@nEated on National Route 428 on bottr dap'

Fig.1 a) and b) show the distribution of moving vehicles bound for the west and south on the road

network by the day. The number of moving vehicles bound for the west was considerably less than that

for the eas! but ttre raffic congestion ould be found in some places. Moreover, south bound vehicles

were concenmted on National Route 428 on the 17th -they were also influenced by the heavy

east-bound taffig and the ongested linls were seen on both days'

Fig.8 a) and b) show the main traffic flow and ongestion points by date. As shown in these figures, on

the 17th, long queues can be seen on National Route 2, which started from the eastem end of the study

are4 and continued past the ollape point of road bridges (*1). Then the congestion also affected the

north and south direction roads which cross National Route 2. Moreover, on Yamate trunk road there

was another long queue which started from the approaching part of the bridge where level difference

had occuned (*2). However, only a few roads were crowded in the westem area of Sannomiy4 except

onNational Route428.

On the 18th, although the extension was shorter, there were still long queues on National Route 2. The

congestion on Yamate trgnk road hcame heavier and a long queue started from the point where it

joined National Route 2 (*3). Moreover, on both days, the oongestion was not seen on the North-South

direction roads reaching National Route 43, which was closed to vehicles because of collapsed bridge

girden and toppled elevated bridges.

The study area is located in the belt area between Mt. Rokko to the north end and the Osaka Bay to the

south. For this reason, the tunk road networks are oncentrated east and west along this nanow belt

area, with a few roads conneding this belt area and the area behind Mt. Rokko. This means that the

frunk road network lacks capacity in both the East-West and North-South directions. ([his means that

few altemative roads were seored.) Under such a situation, many impassable sections for vehicles on

the trunk road network were caused by the quake but car traffic could not make a detour from the tunk

roads to the other nafiow roads because many road blockages had occurred over a wide area.

Consequently, a large number of cars were oncentrated in the limited number of passable road seclions

and the serious traffic congestion oocurrci as a result.
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b) January l8

Fig.8 Main Traffic Flows and Distribution of Traffic Congestion

Table.2 Number of Parked Vehicles
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42 Parladvehides I

42.1 Thenumberofparlredvehicles

Thble.2 shows the number of parked vehicles on January 17 and, 18, by direction, road tlpes and site (on
steet and at evaqlation points).The otal number of on-steet parked vehicles was about the same for
each of these two days -16,261 for Jan.17 and 16,98 for Jan.18. Or the other hand, the number of
parked trucks nearly doubled from 435 to 914. On both days, the number ofon-steet parked vehicles
by dirertions is about the same. Aln;i. fiVo of all these parked vehicles were on narrow roads.
Moreover, the number of parked vehicles in the open spaces of evacuation poins increased from g12

vehicles (46 points) to 3,671 vehicles (77 points). This means the number of vehicles at these evacuation
points on the next day of the quake quadrupled, indicating that many affeded residens moved their cars
to these evacuation points.

42i2 Distribution of parlied vehicles

Fig'9 a) and b) show the dishibution ofparked vehicles on the day of the quake by road type. These
lines are drawn in the same way as the distrrbution of moving vehicles. The thickness of the lines
indicates the number of parked vehicles per link length. As shown in frit fig*q vehicles were parked
on almost every trunk road. On nanow roads, parked vehicles were also spread widely on the road
network throughout the study are4 but few parked vehicles could be seen in sections with road
blockages.

Fig.10 shows the distnbution of parked vehicles in schoolyuds and other open spaces. h tSis figure, the
size of circle indicates the number of parked vehicles on each day. Many of these vehicles were in the
eastem part of the study area, where the ratio of damaged houses was higher. Moreover, in most places,
more parked vehicles were seen on the 18th than on the 17th; in 37 places, parked vehicles were
reoognized for the first time on the 18th. It can be, therefore, surmised that these vehicles were brought
out to the evacuation places by many affected people on the next day of the quake. The reason why the
atrected people moved their vehicles there (to evacuation places) was that they used their vehicles as a
shelter during the night or to store ttreir personal effects because of the great damage to ttreir houses.

5. INTLUENCE OF ON.STREEf, PARKED VEHICLES ON TRATTIC TLOW

5.1 Ratios of road links and blockage or parked vehicles

Fig.ll shows the extent of road blockages and parked vehicles by the road widths. The figure shows
that as the road width inoeaseg the percentage of the road with parked vehicles increases too. In
addition to road blockages, the existenui of parked vehicles on the roads measuring 4 meters or less in
width possibly made the passage of large vehicles such as fire engines very diffianlt. It means that
parked vehicles on nanow roads could cause serious problems in the case of emergency.

Journal of the Eastem A5ia Sdciety for Transportation studies, vol.4, No.6. october. 2001
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52 Density of moving and parkd vehides

Fig.12 shows ttre relationship between the density of moving and that of parked vehicles on the

two-lane road links, measuring over 16 meters in width. In this figure, ten road linls with high

parked-vehicle density are plofed for each moving-vehicle density. The size of circles indicates the

number of tinks onesponding to each densrty. It can be seen that the total number of

moving/parked-vehicle densities has some limit (moving-vehicle density) + (parked-vehicle density)

S (constan). Around these limits, as the density of moving vehicles inc:eases, the density of parked

vehicles decreases, meaning ttrat the naffic capacity can be reduced by the occunence of parked

vehicles.

53 Relation between parlred-vehicle density and distance fmm evacuation point

As described n 4.2.2 parked vehicles in open spaces increased on the next day of the quake. We then

measured the parked-vehicle density on the sunounding nanow roads by distance from the evacuation

point. Fig.13 shows the average parked-vehicle density at each link by distance from the evacuation

point on these two days. On both dap, the average parked-vehicle density less than 100 meters from the

evacuation point was bigger than the average density of the entire study area, while the density 100

mete15 or more was almost the same as the average density of the entire sfudy area. Moreover, we

examined whether there were differences in average densities by distance. We found that, although there

was no difference on the 17th, the sigrificant difference (5Vo of significant levels) was seen between

"less than L00 meters" and "100 mete6 or more" on the 18th. This means that parked vehicles tended to

gather around evacuation points. As already dqscribed before, many residents seemed to move their

vehicles to evacuation points when they evaorated" reflecfing the behaviour of affected people to park

their vehicles on the streets around evaanation points.

6. ESTIMAIION OFTRAITIC VOLUME ON TRI.]NK ROAD NETWORKS

h the affecred areas, serious traffic oongestion occurred on the trunk roads running east and west

because of the reduced road capacity caused by road damage. We tied to estimate the traffic volume on

the trunk roads by aerial photos (See Odam et aL,2000). We drew 8 screen lines on the road networls

between the eastem and westem ends of the study area, considering affis routes to the affected areas

ftom the sunounding ones. We first measured the fiaveling distances by vehicles from a series of two

aerial photos, and then calculated the speed by dividing the traveling distance by the time intervals of

these photos. After that, we calqrlated the traffic volume per hour by the product of the number of

moving vehicles per kilometer and spatial average speed of those vehicles.

Fig.14 shows the estimation results of the naffic volume of each screen line on the road networks. There

is a clear gap in fa$c volume bound for the east on both sides of screen lines 4 and 5. On the westem

side of these screen lines, taffic volume was relatively high as the raffic density was low and taveling

speed was high. On the other hand on the eastem side of those lines, traffic volume was quite low as the

traffic density was high and traffic was not moving. Similu tendenry can be seen on the naffic bound

Joumal of the Eastern Asia Society for Transportation Studies, Vol.4, No.6. October, 2001
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Aerial photos
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for the west. This estimation results reflect the heavy traffic oongestion in the eastem part of study area,

which was caused by the serious road damage.

7. SI.]MIVIARY

In this study, through the examination of aerial photos, which were taken on the day of the quake and

the next day, we showed the distibution of road damage and the naffic situation on the road network in

the established city area of Kobe City near the sea immediately after the quake. At the same time, we

analyzed the influence of road damage on traffic flows on both main and minor roads.

The main findings of the study are as follows:

1) We showed the distribution of the road blockages over the wide disaster area, onfirming that road

blockages were serious on the roads narower than 8 meters. Moreover, though many impassable

sections occuned on the funk road network, it was difficult for the car tramc to make a detour from

the runk roads to the nanower roads because many of those nanow roads were blocked.

2) Moving vehicles were mostly on trunk roads on Jan.17 and 18. About three fourtls of the total

number of moving vehicles were bound for the east and west on these two days,7lVo of which were

bound for the east outside the disaster area. While the total number of vehicles decreased on the

second day, the number of trucks increased on that day for relief goods hansportation.

3) hr the east bound trunk roads, congestion was frequent on the roads damaged by the quakg affecting

the north and south direcrion roads as well. Only few vehicles moved on nanow roads because of

road blockages.

4) On-street parked vehicles existed on main and minor roads, but mostly on minor roads. There was

not much ffierence in the total number of on-street parked vehicles between the two days. On the

other hand, the number oftrucks more than doubled on the second day.

5) Thenumberofparkedvehiclesinopenspaceswhereaffectedpeopleevacuatedsharplyincreasedon

the second day. We surmise that many affected residents moved their cars to the evacuation points.

6) On-sreet parked vehicles increased in proportion to the road widths, and in addition to the road

blockage, parked vehicles on narow roads could be a factor obstructing the movement of vehicles.

We also showed that the existence of parked vehicles oould reduce traffic capacity on main roads.

Furthermore, there was a tendency that vehicles were parked on the roads sunounding the

evacuation point.

7) We estimated the traffic volume on the east and west direction trunk roads along some screen lines in

the study area. It became clear that there was a difference in faffic volume between eastem and

westem parts of the study area on these two days. [n the eastem par! traffic congestion wae.heavy

because there were many damaged parts on trunk roads, and the total number of lanes where vehicle

could pass through was also limited.

Although aerial photos show the traffic situation of the moment it is taken, this study verified that they

might provide very useful data to gasp the degree of road damage and the actual condition of traffic

flow at the time of disaster, and also develop future disaster prevention measures. As for road blockages,

if they can be automatically identified on aerial photos by image-processing technology, it will be

possible to grasp the degree of road damage more quickly. Moreover, as for traffic situation, if aerial
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photos are taken several times, for example at intervals of several hours, moving vehicles can be

automatically identified by the image-processing technology, letting us see the changes of taffic flow
This kind of traffic flow estimation will not be necessary if the raffic oonhol center is frrnctioning.
However, the estimation method in this study will be effective in the area where beaons are not
installeq such as in mountain areas, or at the time when the traffic control center is paralped by the

disaster.

Finally, the future subjeos of the study are as follows:

1) To gasp the usual traffic situation using the aerial photos taken before the quake, and to clariry a

traffic situation peculiar to the time of great disaster by comparing ttre both raffic situations.

2) To calculate Origin-Destination (OD) traffic volume from traffic volume on the screen lines obtained
in this study based on the results of the OD survey of the drivers which the authon carried out after
the quake.

3) To develop a model to estimate the numberof parked vehicles at the time of disaster, for which the

expianation variables include traffic conditions along the road" road widths, and the distances from
the evacuation points.
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